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Mathematics For Biological Scientists By Mike Aitken
To formalize the dynamics of living things is to search for invariants in a system that
contains an irreducible aspect of “fuzziness”, because biological processes are
characterized by their large statistical variability, and strong dependence on temporal
and environmental factors. What is essential is the identification of what remains stable
in a “living being” that is highly fluctuating. The use of mathematics is not limited to the
use of calculating tools to simulate and predict results. It also allows us to adopt a way
of thinking that is founded on concepts and hypotheses, leading to their discussion and
validation. Instruments of mathematical intelligibility and coherence have gradually
“fashioned” the view we now have of biological systems. Teaching and research,
fundamental or applied, are now dependent on this new order known as Integrative
Biology or Systems Biology.
This textbook provides an introduction to dynamic modeling in molecular cell biology,
taking a computational and intuitive approach. Detailed illustrations, examples, and
exercises are included throughout the text. Appendices containing mathematical and
computational techniques are provided as a reference tool.
Mathematical Biology is a richly illustrated textbook in an exciting and fast growing field.
Providing an in-depth look at the practical use of math modeling, it features exercises
throughout that are drawn from a variety of bioscientific disciplines - population biology,
developmental biology, physiology, epidemiology, and evolution, among others. It
maintains a consistent level throughout so that graduate students can use it to gain a
foothold into this dynamic research area.
This richly illustrated third edition provides a thorough training in practical mathematical
biology and shows how exciting mathematical challenges can arise from a genuinely
interdisciplinary involvement with the biosciences. It has been extensively updated and
extended to cover much of the growth of mathematical biology. From the reviews:
""This book, a classical text in mathematical biology, cleverly combines mathematical
tools with subject area sciences."--SHORT BOOK REVIEWS
Biologists have long dismissed mathematics as being unable to meaningfully contribute
to our understanding of living beings. Within the past ten years, however,
mathematicians have proven that they hold the key to unlocking the mysteries of our
world -- and ourselves. In The Mathematics of Life, Ian Stewart provides a fascinating
overview of the vital but little-recognized role mathematics has played in pulling back
the curtain on the hidden complexities of the natural world -- and how its contribution
will be even more vital in the years ahead. In his characteristically clear and
entertaining fashion, Stewart explains how mathematicians and biologists have come to
work together on some of the most difficult scientific problems that the human race has
ever tackled, including the nature and origin of life itself.
"Mathematics for Biological Scientists is a new undergraduate textbook which covers
the mathematics necessary for biology students to understand, interpret and discuss
biological questions.The book's twelve chapters are organized into four themes. The
first theme covers the basic concepts of mathematics in biology, discussing the
mathematics used in biological quantities, processes and structures. The second
theme, calculus, extends the language of mathematics to describe change. The third
theme is probability and statistics, where the uncertainty and variation encountered in
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real biological data is described. The fourth theme is explored briefly in the final chapter
of the book, which is to show how the 'tools' developed in the first few chapters are
used within biology to develop models of biological processes.Mathematics for
Biological Scientists fully integrates mathematics and biology with the use of colour
illustrations and photographs to provide an engaging and informative approach to the
subject of mathematics and statistics within biological science."--Provided by publisher.
Mathematical Concepts and Methods in Modern Biology offers a quantitative framework
for analyzing, predicting, and modulating the behavior of complex biological systems.
The book presents important mathematical concepts, methods and tools in the context
of essential questions raised in modern biology. Designed around the principles of
project-based learning and problem-solving, the book considers biological topics such
as neuronal networks, plant population growth, metabolic pathways, and phylogenetic
tree reconstruction. The mathematical modeling tools brought to bear on these topics
include Boolean and ordinary differential equations, projection matrices, agent-based
modeling and several algebraic approaches. Heavy computation in some of the
examples is eased by the use of freely available open-source software. Features selfcontained chapters with real biological research examples using freely available
computational tools Spans several mathematical techniques at basic to advanced
levels Offers broad perspective on the uses of algebraic geometry/polynomial algebra
in molecular systems biology
This book develops the mathematical tools essential for students in the life sciences to
describe interacting systems and predict their behavior. From predator-prey populations
in an ecosystem, to hormone regulation within the body, the natural world abounds in
dynamical systems that affect us profoundly. Complex feedback relations and counterintuitive responses are common in nature; this book develops the quantitative skills
needed to explore these interactions. Differential equations are the natural
mathematical tool for quantifying change, and are the driving force throughout this
book. The use of Euler’s method makes nonlinear examples tractable and accessible
to a broad spectrum of early-stage undergraduates, thus providing a practical
alternative to the procedural approach of a traditional Calculus curriculum. Tools are
developed within numerous, relevant examples, with an emphasis on the construction,
evaluation, and interpretation of mathematical models throughout. Encountering these
concepts in context, students learn not only quantitative techniques, but how to bridge
between biological and mathematical ways of thinking. Examples range broadly,
exploring the dynamics of neurons and the immune system, through to population
dynamics and the Google PageRank algorithm. Each scenario relies only on an interest
in the natural world; no biological expertise is assumed of student or instructor. Building
on a single prerequisite of Precalculus, the book suits a two-quarter sequence for first
or second year undergraduates, and meets the mathematical requirements of medical
school entry. The later material provides opportunities for more advanced students in
both mathematics and life sciences to revisit theoretical knowledge in a rich, real-world
framework. In all cases, the focus is clear: how does the math help us understand the
science?

As 1 review these pages, the last of them written in Summer 1978, some
retrospec tive thoughts come to mind which put the whole business into better
perspective for me and might aid the prospective reader in choosing how to
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approach this volume. The most conspicuous thought in my mind at present is
the diversity of wholly independent explorations that came upon phase
singularities, in one guise or another, during the past decade. My efforts to gather
the published literature during the last phases of actually writing a whole book
about them were almost equally divided between libraries of Biology, Chemistry,
Engineering, Mathematics, Medicine, and Physics. A lot of what 1 call "gathering
" was done somewhat in anticipation in the form of cönjecture, query, and
prediction based on analogy between developments in different fields. The
consequence throughout 1979 was that our long-suffering publisher re peatedly
had to replace such material by citation of unexpected flurries of papers giving
substantive demonstration. 1 trust that the authors of these many excellent
reports, and especially of those I only found too late, will forgive the brevity of
allusion I feIt compelled to observe in these substitutions. A residue of loose ends
is largely collected in the index under "QUERIES. " It is c1ear to me already that
the materials I began to gather several years ago represented only the first
flickering of what turns out to be a substantial conflagration.
This monograph presents a general mathematical theory for biological growth. It
provides both a conceptual and a technical foundation for the understanding and
analysis of problems arising in biology and physiology. The theory and methods
are illustrated on a wide range of examples and applications. A process of
extreme complexity, growth plays a fundamental role in many biological
processes and is considered to be the hallmark of life itself. Its description has
been one of the fundamental problems of life sciences, but until recently, it has
not attracted much attention from mathematicians, physicists, and engineers. The
author herein presents the first major technical monograph on the problem of
growth since D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson’s 1917 book On Growth and Form.
The emphasis of the book is on the proper mathematical formulation of growth
kinematics and mechanics. Accordingly, the discussion proceeds in order of
complexity and the book is divided into five parts. First, a general introduction on
the problem of growth from a historical perspective is given. Then, basic
concepts are introduced within the context of growth in filamentary structures.
These ideas are then generalized to surfaces and membranes and eventually to
the general case of volumetric growth. The book concludes with a discussion of
open problems and outstanding challenges. Thoughtfully written and richly
illustrated to be accessible to readers of varying interests and background, the
text will appeal to life scientists, biophysicists, biomedical engineers, and applied
mathematicians alike.
A conference on "Some Mathematical Problems in Biology" was held at the
University of Victoria, Victoria, B. C. , Canada, from May 7 - 10, 1973. The
participants and invited speakers were mathematicians interested in problems of
a biological nature, and scientists actively engaged in developing mathematical
models in biological fields. One aim of the conference was to attempt to assess
what the recent rapid growth of mathematical interaction with the biosciences has
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accomplished and may accomplish in the near future. The conference also aimed
to expose the problems of communication bet~",een mathematicians and
biological scientists, and in doing so to stimulate the interchange of ideas. It was
recognised that the topic spans an enormous breadth, and little attempt was
made to balance the very diverse areas. Widespread active interest was shown
in the conference, and just over one hundred people registered. The varied
departments and institutions across North America from which the participants
came made it both academically and geographically mixed. The chief activity of
the conference was the presentation of papers. Nine invited guest speakers (see
table of contents) each gave a one hour talk. These covered a wide range of
topics. There were twenty-five shorter (twenty minute) contributed papers, and
almost all papers l,rere followed by a five minute question and discussion period.
Duplicated abstracts of presented papers were available at the meeting. An
evening informal discussion meeting of participants, chaired by Dr. A. B. Tayler,
and led by Drs. E. M. Hagmeier, E. C.
Mathematics for Biological Scientists is a new undergraduate textbook which
covers the mathematics necessary for biology students to understand, interpret
and discuss biological questions. The book's twelve chapters are organized into
four themes. The first theme covers the basic concepts of mathematics in
biology, discussing the mathematics used in biological quantities, processes and
structures. The second theme, calculus, extends the language of mathematics to
describe change. The third theme is probability and statistics, where the
uncertainty and variation encountered in real biological data is described. The
fourth theme is explored briefly in the final chapter of the book, which is to show
how the 'tools' developed in the first few chapters are used within biology to
develop models of biological processes. Mathematics for Biological Scientists
fully integrates mathematics and biology with the use of colour illustrations and
photographs to provide an engaging and informative approach to the subject of
mathematics and statistics within biological science.
All students and researchers in environmental and biologicalsciences require
statistical methods at some stage of their work.Many have a preconception that
statistics are difficult andunpleasant and find that the textbooks available are
difficult tounderstand. Practical Statistics for Environmental and
BiologicalScientists provides a concise, user-friendly, non-technicalintroduction to
statistics. The book covers planning and designingan experiment, how to analyse
and present data, and the limitationsand assumptions of each statistical method.
The text does not referto a specific computer package but descriptions of how to
carry outthe tests and interpret the results are based on the approachesused by
most of the commonly used packages, e.g. Excel, MINITAB andSPSS. Formulae
are kept to a minimum and relevant examples areincluded throughout the text.
Since the time of Isaac Newton, physicists have used mathematics to describe
the behavior of matter of all sizes, from subatomic particles to galaxies. In the
past three decades, as advances in molecular biology have produced an
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avalanche of data, computational and mathematical techniques have also
become necessary tools in the arsenal of biologists. But while quantitative
approaches are now providing fundamental insights into biological systems, the
college curriculum for biologists has not caught up, and most biology majors are
never exposed to the computational and probabilistic mathematical approaches
that dominate in biological research. With Quantifying Life, Dmitry A. Kondrashov
offers an accessible introduction to the breadth of mathematical modeling used in
biology today. Assuming only a foundation in high school mathematics,
Quantifying Life takes an innovative computational approach to developing
mathematical skills and intuition. Through lessons illustrated with copious
examples, mathematical and programming exercises, literature discussion
questions, and computational projects of various degrees of difficulty, students
build and analyze models based on current research papers and learn to
implement them in the R programming language. This interplay of mathematical
ideas, systematically developed programming skills, and a broad selection of
biological research topics makes Quantifying Life an invaluable guide for
seasoned life scientists and the next generation of biologists alike.
Exploring Mathematical Modeling in Biology through Case Studies and
Experimental Activities provides supporting materials for courses taken by
students majoring in mathematics, computer science or in the life sciences. The
book's cases and lab exercises focus on hypothesis testing and model
development in the context of real data. The supporting mathematical, coding
and biological background permit readers to explore a problem, understand
assumptions, and the meaning of their results. The experiential components
provide hands-on learning both in the lab and on the computer. As a beginning
text in modeling, readers will learn to value the approach and apply
competencies in other settings. Included case studies focus on building a model
to solve a particular biological problem from concept and translation into a
mathematical form, to validating the parameters, testing the quality of the model
and finally interpreting the outcome in biological terms. The book also shows how
particular mathematical approaches are adapted to a variety of problems at
multiple biological scales. Finally, the labs bring the biological problems and the
practical issues of collecting data to actually test the model and/or adapting the
mathematics to the data that can be collected. Presents a single volume on
mathematics and biological examples, with data and wet lab experiences suitable
for non-experts Contains three real-world biological case studies and one wet lab
for application of the mathematical models Includes R code templates throughout
the text, which are also available through an online repository, along with the
necessary data files to complete all projects and labs
The life sciences deal with a vast array of problems at different spatial, temporal,
and organizational scales. The mathematics necessary to describe, model, and
analyze these problems is similarly diverse, incorporating quantitative techniques
that are rarely taught in standard undergraduate courses. This textbook provides
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an accessible introduction to these critical mathematical concepts, linking them to
biological observation and theory while also presenting the computational tools
needed to address problems not readily investigated using mathematics alone.
Proven in the classroom and requiring only a background in high school math,
Mathematics for the Life Sciences doesn't just focus on calculus as do most other
textbooks on the subject. It covers deterministic methods and those that
incorporate uncertainty, problems in discrete and continuous time, probability,
graphing and data analysis, matrix modeling, difference equations, differential
equations, and much more. The book uses MATLAB throughout, explaining how
to use it, write code, and connect models to data in examples chosen from
across the life sciences. Provides undergraduate life science students with a
succinct overview of major mathematical concepts that are essential for modern
biology Covers all the major quantitative concepts that national reports have
identified as the ideal components of an entry-level course for life science
students Provides good background for the MCAT, which now includes databased and statistical reasoning Explicitly links data and math modeling Includes
end-of-chapter homework problems, end-of-unit student projects, and select
answers to homework problems Uses MATLAB throughout, and MATLAB m-files
with an R supplement are available online Prepares students to read with
comprehension the growing quantitative literature across the life sciences A
solutions manual for professors and an illustration package is available
This 121st IMA volume, entitled MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR BIOLOGICAL
PATTERN FORMATION is the first of a new series called FRONTIERS IN
APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICS. The FRONTIERS volumes are motivated by IMA
pro grams and workshops, but are specially planned and written to provide an entree to
and assessment of exciting new areas for the application of mathematical tools and
analysis. The emphasis in FRONTIERS volumes is on surveys, exposition and outlook,
to attract more mathematicians and other scientists to the study of these areas and to
focus efforts on the most important issues, rather than papers on the most recent
research results aimed at an audience of specialists. The present volume of peerreviewed papers grew out of the 1998-99 IMA program on "Mathematics in Biology," in
particular the Fall 1998 em phasis on "Theoretical Problems in Developmental Biology
and Immunol ogy." During that period there were two workshops on Pattern Formation
and Morphogenesis, organized by Professors Murray, Maini and Othmer. James
Murray was one of the principal organizers for the entire year pro gram. I am very
grateful to James Murray for providing an introduction, and to Philip Maini and Hans
Othmer for their excellent work in planning and preparing this first FRONTIERS volume.
I also take this opportunity to thank the National Science Foundation, whose financial
support of the IMA made the Mathematics in Biology pro gram possible.
Biology is a source of fascination for most scientists, whether their training is in the life
sciences or not. In particular, there is a special satisfaction in discovering an
understanding of biology in the context of another science like mathematics.
Fortunately there are plenty of interesting (and fun) problems in biology, and virtually all
scientific disciplines have become the richer for it. For example, two major journals,
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Mathematical Biosciences and Journal of Mathematical Biology, have tripled in size
since their inceptions 20-25 years ago. The various sciences have a great deal to give
to one another, but there are still too many fences separating them. In writing this book
we have adopted the philosophy that mathematical biology is not merely the intrusion of
one science into another, but has a unity of its own, in which both the biology and the
math ematics should be equal and complete, and should flow smoothly into and out of
one another. We have taught mathematical biology with this philosophy in mind and
have seen profound changes in the outlooks of our science and engineering students:
The attitude of "Oh no, another pendulum on a spring problem!," or "Yet one more LCD
circuit!" completely disappeared in the face of applications of mathematics in biology.
There is a timeliness in calculating a protocol for ad ministering a drug.
A one–of–a–kind guide to using deterministic and probabilistic methods for solving
problems in the biological sciences Highlighting the growing relevance of quantitative
techniques in scientific research, Mathematical Methods in Biology provides an
accessible presentation of the broad range of important mathematical methods for
solving problems in the biological sciences. The book reveals the growing connections
between mathematics and biology through clear explanations and specific, interesting
problems from areas such as population dynamics, foraging theory, and life history
theory. The authors begin with an introduction and review of mathematical tools that are
employed in subsequent chapters, including biological modeling, calculus, differential
equations, dimensionless variables, and descriptive statistics. The following chapters
examine standard discrete and continuous models using matrix algebra as well as
difference and differential equations. Finally, the book outlines probability, statistics,
and stochastic methods as well as material on bootstrapping and stochastic differential
equations, which is a unique approach that is not offered in other literature on the topic.
In order to demonstrate the application of mathematical methods to the biological
sciences, the authors provide focused examples from the field of theoretical ecology,
which serve as an accessible context for study while also demonstrating mathematical
skills that are applicable to many other areas in the life sciences. The book?s
algorithms are illustrated using MATLAB®, but can also be replicated using other
software packages, including R, Mathematica®, and Maple; however, the text does not
require any single computer algebra package. Each chapter contains numerous
exercises and problems that range in difficulty, from the basic to more challenging, to
assist readers with building their problem–solving skills. Selected solutions are included
at the back of the book, and a related Web site features supplemental material for
further study. Extensively class–tested to ensure an easy–to–follow format,
Mathematical Methods in Biology is an excellent book for mathematics and biology
courses at the upper–undergraduate and graduate levels. It also serves as a valuable
reference for researchers and professionals working in the fields of biology, ecology,
and biomathematics.
Because elementary mathematics is vital to be able to properly design biological
experiments and interpret their results. As a student of the life sciences you will only
make your life harder by ignoring mathematics entirely. Equally, you do not want to
spend your time struggling with complex mathematics that you will never use. This book
is the perfect answer to your problems. Inside, it explains the necessary mathematics in
easy-to-follow steps, introducing the basics and showing you how to apply these to
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biological situations. Easy Mathematics for Biologists covers the basic mathematical
ideas of fractions, decimals and percentages, through ratio and proportion, exponents
and logarithms, to straight line graphs, graphs that are not straight lines, and their
transformation. Direct application of each of these leads to a clear understanding of
biological calculations such as those involving concentrations and dilutions, changing
units, pH, and linear and non-linear rates of reaction. Each chapter contains worked
examples, and is followed by numerous problems, both pure and applied, that can be
worked through in your own time. Answers to these can be found at the back.
Thirty years ago, biologists could get by with a rudimentary grasp of mathematics and
modeling. Not so today. In seeking to answer fundamental questions about how
biological systems function and change over time, the modern biologist is as likely to
rely on sophisticated mathematical and computer-based models as traditional fieldwork.
In this book, Sarah Otto and Troy Day provide biology students with the tools necessary
to both interpret models and to build their own. The book starts at an elementary level
of mathematical modeling, assuming that the reader has had high school mathematics
and first-year calculus. Otto and Day then gradually build in depth and complexity, from
classic models in ecology and evolution to more intricate class-structured and
probabilistic models. The authors provide primers with instructive exercises to introduce
readers to the more advanced subjects of linear algebra and probability theory.
Through examples, they describe how models have been used to understand such
topics as the spread of HIV, chaos, the age structure of a country, speciation, and
extinction. Ecologists and evolutionary biologists today need enough mathematical
training to be able to assess the power and limits of biological models and to develop
theories and models themselves. This innovative book will be an indispensable guide to
the world of mathematical models for the next generation of biologists. A how-to guide
for developing new mathematical models in biology Provides step-by-step recipes for
constructing and analyzing models Interesting biological applications Explores classical
models in ecology and evolution Questions at the end of every chapter Primers cover
important mathematical topics Exercises with answers Appendixes summarize useful
rules Labs and advanced material available
This is the only book that teaches all aspects of modern mathematical modeling and
that is specifically designed to introduce undergraduate students to problem solving in
the context of biology. Included is an integrated package of theoretical modeling and
analysis tools, computational modeling techniques, and parameter estimation and
model validation methods, with a focus on integrating analytical and computational tools
in the modeling of biological processes. Divided into three parts, it covers basic
analytical modeling techniques; introduces computational tools used in the modeling of
biological problems; and includes various problems from epidemiology, ecology, and
physiology. All chapters include realistic biological examples, including many exercises
related to biological questions. In addition, 25 open-ended research projects are
provided, suitable for students. An accompanying Web site contains solutions and a
tutorial for the implementation of the computational modeling techniques. Calculations
can be done in modern computing languages such as Maple, Mathematica, and
MATLAB?.
Calculations for Molecular Biology and Biotechnology: A Guide to Mathematics in the
Laboratory, Second Edition, provides an introduction to the myriad of laboratory
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calculations used in molecular biology and biotechnology. The book begins by
discussing the use of scientific notation and metric prefixes, which require the use of
exponents and an understanding of significant digits. It explains the mathematics
involved in making solutions; the characteristics of cell growth; the multiplicity of
infection; and the quantification of nucleic acids. It includes chapters that deal with the
mathematics involved in the use of radioisotopes in nucleic acid research; the synthesis
of oligonucleotides; the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method; and the development
of recombinant DNA technology. Protein quantification and the assessment of protein
activity are also discussed, along with the centrifugation method and applications of
PCR in forensics and paternity testing. Topics range from basic scientific notations to
complex subjects like nucleic acid chemistry and recombinant DNA technology Each
chapter includes a brief explanation of the concept and covers necessary definitions,
theory and rationale for each type of calculation Recent applications of the procedures
and computations in clinical, academic, industrial and basic research laboratories are
cited throughout the text New to this Edition: Updated and increased coverage of real
time PCR and the mathematics used to measure gene expression More sample
problems in every chapter for readers to practice concepts
An introduction to the mathematical concepts and techniques needed for the
construction and analysis of models in molecular systems biology. Systems techniques
are integral to current research in molecular cell biology, and system-level
investigations are often accompanied by mathematical models. These models serve as
working hypotheses: they help us to understand and predict the behavior of complex
systems. This book offers an introduction to mathematical concepts and techniques
needed for the construction and interpretation of models in molecular systems biology.
It is accessible to upper-level undergraduate or graduate students in life science or
engineering who have some familiarity with calculus, and will be a useful reference for
researchers at all levels. The first four chapters cover the basics of mathematical
modeling in molecular systems biology. The last four chapters address specific
biological domains, treating modeling of metabolic networks, of signal transduction
pathways, of gene regulatory networks, and of electrophysiology and neuronal action
potentials. Chapters 3–8 end with optional sections that address more specialized
modeling topics. Exercises, solvable with pen-and-paper calculations, appear
throughout the text to encourage interaction with the mathematical techniques. More
involved end-of-chapter problem sets require computational software. Appendixes
provide a review of basic concepts of molecular biology, additional mathematical
background material, and tutorials for two computational software packages (XPPAUT
and MATLAB) that can be used for model simulation and analysis.

Numerical ability is an essential skill for everyone studying the biological sciences
but many students are frightened by the 'perceived' difficulty of mathematics, and
are nervous about applying mathematical skills in their chosen field of study.
Having taught introductory maths and statistics for many years, Alan Cann
understands these challenges and just how invaluable an accessible, confidence
building textbook could be to the fearful student. Unable to find a book pitched at
the right level, that concentrated on why numerical skills are useful to biologists,
he wrote his own. The result is Maths from Scratch for Biologists , a highly
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instructive, informal text that explains step by step how and why you need to
tackle maths within the biological sciences. Features: * An accessible, jargonbusting approach to help readers master basic mathematical, statistical and data
handling techniques in biology * Numerous end of chapter problems to reinforce
key concepts and encourage students to test their newly acquired skills through
practise * A handy, time-saving glossary * A supplementary website with
numerous problems and self-test exercises
The exponentially increasing amounts of biological data along with comparable
advances in computing power are making possible the construction of
quantitative, predictive biological systems models. This development could
revolutionize those biology-based fields of science. To assist this transformation,
the U.S. Department of Energy asked the National Research Council to
recommend mathematical research activities to enable more effective use of the
large amounts of existing genomic information and the structural and functional
genomic information being created. The resulting study is a broad, scientifically
based view of the opportunities lying at the mathematical science and biology
interface. The book provides a review of past successes, an examination of
opportunities at the various levels of biological systemsâ€" from molecules to
ecosystemsâ€"an analysis of cross-cutting themes, and a set of
recommendations to advance the mathematics-biology connection that are
applicable to all agencies funding research in this area.
This volume discusses the rich and interesting properties of dynamical systems
that appear in ecology and environmental sciences. It provides a fascinating
survey of the theory of dynamical systems in ecology and environmental science.
Each chapter introduces students and scholars to the state-of-the-art in an
exciting area, presents new results, and inspires future contributions to
mathematical modeling in ecology and environmental sciences.
Mathematical Models for Society and Biology, 2e, is a useful resource for
researchers, graduate students, and post-docs in the applied mathematics and
life science fields. Mathematical modeling is one of the major subfields of
mathematical biology. A mathematical model may be used to help explain a
system, to study the effects of different components, and to make predictions
about behavior. Mathematical Models for Society and Biology, 2e, draws on
current issues to engagingly relate how to use mathematics to gain insight into
problems in biology and contemporary society. For this new edition, author
Edward Beltrami uses mathematical models that are simple, transparent, and
verifiable. Also new to this edition is an introduction to mathematical notions that
every quantitative scientist in the biological and social sciences should know.
Additionally, each chapter now includes a detailed discussion on how to
formulate a reasonable model to gain insight into the specific question that has
been introduced. Offers 40% more content – 5 new chapters in addition to
revisions to existing chapters Accessible for quick self study as well as a
resource for courses in molecular biology, biochemistry, embryology and cell
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biology, medicine, ecology and evolution, bio-mathematics, and applied math in
general Features expanded appendices with an extensive list of references,
solutions to selected exercises in the book, and further discussion of various
mathematical methods introduced in the book
This text presents mathematical biology as a field with a unity of its own, rather
than only the intrusion of one science into another. The book focuses on
problems of contemporary interest, such as cancer, genetics, and the rapidly
growing field of genomics.
The goal of this book is to search for a balance between simple and analyzable
models and unsolvable models which are capable of addressing important
questions on population biology. Part I focusses on single species simple models
including those which have been used to predict the growth of human and animal
population in the past. Single population models are, in some sense, the building
blocks of more realistic models -- the subject of Part II. Their role is fundamental
to the study of ecological and demographic processes including the role of
population structure and spatial heterogeneity -- the subject of Part III. This book,
which will include both examples and exercises, is of use to practitioners,
graduate students, and scientists working in the field.
Mathematics for Biological ScientistsGarland Science
This self-contained introduction to the fast-growing field of Mathematical Biology
is written for students with a mathematical background. It sets the subject in a
historical context and guides the reader towards questions of current research
interest. A broad range of topics is covered including: Population dynamics,
Infectious diseases, Population genetics and evolution, Dispersal, Molecular and
cellular biology, Pattern formation, and Cancer modelling. Particular attention is
paid to situations where the simple assumptions of homogenity made in early
models break down and the process of mathematical modelling is seen in action.
Mathematical Models in Biology is an introductory book for readers interested in biological
applications of mathematics and modeling in biology. A favorite in the mathematical biology
community, it shows how relatively simple mathematics can be applied to a variety of models
to draw interesting conclusions. Connections are made between diverse biological examples
linked by common mathematical themes. A variety of discrete and continuous ordinary and
partial differential equation models are explored. Although great advances have taken place in
many of the topics covered, the simple lessons contained in this book are still important and
informative. Audience: the book does not assume too much background
knowledge--essentially some calculus and high-school algebra. It was originally written with
third- and fourth-year undergraduate mathematical-biology majors in mind; however, it was
picked up by beginning graduate students as well as researchers in math (and some in
biology) who wanted to learn about this field.
? ?? Mathematics for the Life Sciences provides present and future biologists with the
mathematical concepts and tools needed to understand and use mathematical models and
read advanced mathematical biology books. It presents mathematics in biological contexts,
focusing on the central mathematical ideas, and providing detailed explanations. The author
assumes no mathematics background beyond algebra and precalculus. Calculus is presented
as a one-chapter primer that is suitable for readers who have not studied the subject before, as
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well as readers who have taken a calculus course and need a review. This primer is followed
by a novel chapter on mathematical modeling that begins with discussions of biological data
and the basic principles of modeling. The remainder of the chapter introduces the reader to
topics in mechanistic modeling (deriving models from biological assumptions) and empirical
modeling (using data to parameterize and select models). The modeling chapter contains a
thorough treatment of key ideas and techniques that are often neglected in mathematics
books. It also provides the reader with a sophisticated viewpoint and the essential background
needed to make full use of the remainder of the book, which includes two chapters on
probability and its applications to inferential statistics and three chapters on discrete and
continuous dynamical systems. The biological content of the book is self-contained and
includes many basic biology topics such as the genetic code, Mendelian genetics, population
dynamics, predator-prey relationships, epidemiology, and immunology. The large number of
problem sets include some drill problems along with a large number of case studies. The latter
are divided into step-by-step problems and sorted into the appropriate section, allowing
readers to gradually develop complete investigations from understanding the biological
assumptions to a complete analysis.
Collects six short illustrated volumes covering topics in mathematics, physics, chemistry,
biology, evolution, and astronomy.
Basic Mathematics for the Biological and Social Sciences deals with the applications of basic
mathematics in the biological and social sciences. Mathematical concepts that are discussed in
this book include graphical methods, differentiation, trigonometrical or circular functions, limits
and convergence, integration, vectors, and differential equations. The exponential function and
related functions are also considered. This monograph is comprised of 11 chapters and begins
with an overview of basic algebra, followed by an introduction to infinitesimal calculus, scalar
and vector quantities, complex numbers, and the simplest types of differential equation. The
use of graphs in the presentation of data is also described, along with limits and convergence,
rules for differentiation, the exponential function, and maxima and minima. Techniques of
integration, vectors and their derivatives, and simultaneous differential equations are explored
as well. Examples from biology, economics and related subjects, probability theory, and
physics are provided. This text will be a useful resource for mathematicians as well as
biologists and social scientists interested in applying mathematics to their work.
Written by experts in both mathematics and biology, Algebraic and Discrete Mathematical
Methods for Modern Biology offers a bridge between math and biology, providing a framework
for simulating, analyzing, predicting, and modulating the behavior of complex biological
systems. Each chapter begins with a question from modern biology, followed by the description
of certain mathematical methods and theory appropriate in the search of answers. Every topic
provides a fast-track pathway through the problem by presenting the biological foundation,
covering the relevant mathematical theory, and highlighting connections between them. Many
of the projects and exercises embedded in each chapter utilize specialized software, providing
students with much-needed familiarity and experience with computing applications, critical
components of the "modern biology" skill set. This book is appropriate for mathematics courses
such as finite mathematics, discrete structures, linear algebra, abstract/modern algebra, graph
theory, probability, bioinformatics, statistics, biostatistics, and modeling, as well as for biology
courses such as genetics, cell and molecular biology, biochemistry, ecology, and evolution.
Examines significant questions in modern biology and their mathematical treatments Presents
important mathematical concepts and tools in the context of essential biology Features
material of interest to students in both mathematics and biology Presents chapters in modular
format so coverage need not follow the Table of Contents Introduces projects appropriate for
undergraduate research Utilizes freely accessible software for visualization, simulation, and
analysis in modern biology Requires no calculus as a prerequisite Provides a complete
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Solutions Manual Features a companion website with supplementary resources
This volume reviews differential and integral calculus for functions of one variable, differential
calculus for several variables, differential equations, probability, difference equations, and
matrices -- all with special emphasis on applications in the life sciences.
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